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large tears stealing from under his closed lids. Some people
condemned all this as mere sentimentality. In reality it
was the force and the human character of Paderewski's
musical reaction,
It was by no means only the older people who in those
years after the war filled the big halls in order to hear
Paderewski. The younger generation could not resist the
indefinable fascination of his playing, even though they
often did not approve its details. They realized that he
had powers which could not be judged by standards of mere
piano playing.
For years Paderewski had looked upon himself as the great-
est pianist alive. He considered his own musical knowledge
so much more mature than that of any critic, and the news-
paper opinions so often disagreed with the reality as he
himself saw it, that he did not feel he could pay any attention
to press critiques. What mattered to Paderewski were the
people he played for ; not one particular critic or a select
group. While he could rouse the frenzied enthusiasm of
such varied crowds as those at Toronto and Birmingham,
Gape Town and Barcelona, Paris and Buffalo, Brisbane and
Lausanne, he did not bother about what the gentlemen of
the local papers in those towns had to say.
Paderewski was very definite in his belief that his playing
could not be judged by musical standards only. Some critics
argue that in music only musical standards hold good.
But the meaning of musical standards has not yet been
clearly defined by the critics themselves; presumably
because it is an impossible task. An artist who can appeal
to the deepest emotional faculties has gone beyond the
limitations of purely musical criteria. Human or racial
elements may enter in which cannot be easily defined by
professional canons. Though he never actually said so,
Paderewski must have believed strongly that the pedestal on
which he stood was higher than that of any other virtuoso.

